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I'm afraid you will have to wait until tomorrow for the piece on MoC/TAS trading that I

promised on Twitter yesterday.

FOMC Day 

 

Very little expected from today’s FOMC meeting. I mean, what else could they do that they

haven't already done? (don’t answer that) 

 

Admittedly, lots have changed since the last meeting (see table below), but the response has,

thus far, been colossal.
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As JPM note –  

 

We don’t expect any major announcements coming out of next week’s FOMC meeting. The

Fed’s focus in recent months has been on the roll-out of its alphabet soup of lending

programs. We believe that will continue to be the case next week. The traditional focus of

monetary policy—the level of risk-free interest rates—will likely be on the back burner for now.

At some point the Committee will want to reassess its currently-vague forward guidance on

the path of interest rates, or discuss QE for the sake of monetary policy rather than liquidity

provision, but this doesn’t appear to be the highest priority right now. First, Fed officials have

given no indication that the current level of interest rates is too high. Second, lowering interest

rates will do nothing to stimulate aggregate demand so long as the economy is shut down.

For now we believe guidance on asset purchases will remain “in the amounts needed,” with

fine-tuning of the daily pace disclosed by the NY Fed each week. 

 

There is every chance that may be entering a tranquil phase for the Fed, like we saw post-

GFC, where after the fireworks the remained pinned to the extremely low rates for years

twiddling their thumbs, we certainly won't be seeing any rate hikes!.



Goldmans on the subject -  

 

The FOMC has acted quickly since early March, cutting the funds rate to its effective lower

bound of 0-0.25% and introducing a range of new facilities to ensure that credit markets

function effectively. We do not expect any major policy changes when the Committee returns

to its regular schedule next week.  

 

The impact of the virus shock was only just coming into view when the FOMC last met in

March. We now expect GDP growth of -7% in Q1 and -34% in Q2, an increase in the

unemployment rate to a peak of 15% and a rise in total labor market slack to 23%, and a large

decline in core PCE inflation to 1¼% by year-end. Exhibit 1 shows that the sharp deterioration

has already become visible in the economic data since the March meeting, though the Fed’s

actions have helped to ease financial conditions.  

 

The Committee’s April statement will have to take on board this dramatic deterioration in the

economy. We expect the statement to note that economic activity has “contracted sharply,” to

take stock of the historic surge in layoffs, and to acknowledge that household spending and

business investment have “declined sharply.” The appendix at the end shows our full

expectations for the April statement. 

 

Future guidance is something many appear focussed on, though that will likely be cloudy at

best given the uncertainty that the current crisis presents us with. 

 

TDS note – 

 

We are not expecting any specific new guidance on QE at the upcoming meeting, although

the pace of purchases has been ebbing relative to the unprecedented $20.9tn annual rate in

the four weeks through April 10 ($1.6tn not annualized, with $1.2tn for UST and $0.4bn for

MBS). The pace is down to a mere $6.5tn annual rate this week. 

 

All in, it’s likely to be a quiet affair, the fireworks more likely to be lit when we aren’t expecting

it. And with the US Govt in the midst putting together yet another CV19 Relief Bill, it does feel

rather prudent of the Fed to wait for a clearer picture to develop. 

 

 

Italy Downgraded 



 

Just four days after dodging a Credit Rating downgrade bullet by S&P, Italy is hit by Fitch,

though.. for now at least it’s merely a flesh wound. 

 

As the FT reports –  

 

Fitch has downgraded Italy’s credit rating to a single notch above “junk”, saying the jump in

debt levels resulting from the coronavirus crisis will increase doubts about the sustainability of

Rome’s borrowings. 

 

In an unscheduled update on Italy’s creditworthiness, the rating agency said it expects the

country’s ratio of debt to gross domestic product to rise by around 20 percentage points this

year to 156 per cent, as a surge in spending combines with an 8 per cent contraction in the

economy.  

 

“The downgrade reflects the significant impact of the global Covid-19 pandemic on Italy's

economy and the sovereign's fiscal position,” Fitch said in a statement on Tuesday evening as

it moved the country’s rating to BBB-. 

 

“According to our baseline debt dynamics scenario, the [debt] to GDP ratio will only stabilise

at this very high level over the medium term, underlining debt sustainability risks.” 

 

The Italian government provided additional information that resulted in a decision that was

“different than the original rating committee outcome”, Fitch said, adding that the current

crisis had caused it to bring forward its scheduled rating review from July. 

 

The Italians, as you would expect, didn’t take it well.. 

 

Roberto Gualtieri, Italian finance minister, responded to Fitch’s decision by saying that “the

fundamentals of Italy's economy and public finances are solid”. 

 

In a statement reported by Italian newswire Ansa, Mr Gualtieri said the decision did not take

into account decisions taken by the EU, its member states or its institutions. “In particular, the

strategic orientation of the European Central Bank does not seem to be adequately valued,”

he added.  

 

It is worth noting, as spotted by Michael of @MrMBrown fame (a must follow if you don’t

already), that it appears S&P did have a far more costly target in mind before they were

persuaded otherwise.

Somebody wake up with a horse's head perhaps?  

 

Rome’s borrowing costs remain well above levels seen at the start of the year as investors

worry about a deluge of new debt issuance to fund its response to the pandemic, and the

reluctance of other eurozone members to share the financial burden of fighting the crisis. 

 

The ECB has helped to stabilise the sell-off with heavy buying of Italian bonds under its

https://twitter.com/MrMBrown


€750bn emergency asset-purchase programme, easing concerns that the eurozone could be

headed for a new debt crisis. 

 

Fitch assigned a stable outlook to Italy’s rating, saying the support of the central bank should

keep borrowing costs “at very low levels at least over the near term”.  

 

Even so, the downgrade could add pressure on the ECB to signal further stimulus at its policy

meeting on Thursday.  

 

Fitch said in its statement: “Downward pressure on the rating could resume if the government

does not implement a credible economic growth and fiscal strategy that enhances confidence

that general government debt/GDP will be placed on a downward path over time.”  

 

Mike Riddell, a bond fund manager at Allianz Global Investors, said Rome losing its

investment-grade credit rating is “a matter of when, not if”.  

 

“Italy’s debt is probably heading to somewhere upwards of 170 per cent of GDP next year,” he

said. “These are the kind of levels where you get junked; it doesn’t matter how much of your

bonds the central bank is buying.” 

 

The whole ‘Quitaly’ whispers have been picking up again recently on the back of what many

feel has been unfair treatment of the foot of Europe by fellow member states. 

 

This latest news, though not truly damaging, certainly won’t help matters. 

 

 

Chart Of The Day – US Q1 GDP Will Be Worse Than It Looks 

 

The advanced reading on US Q1 GDP is released today, and even though its expected to be

bad, today’s print is expected to be the perverbial turd rolled in glitter compared to what the

actual figure (after revisions) will be seen to have been much worse.

Via Goldmans –  

 

We estimate a 4.8% drop in the initial release of Q1 GDP (qoq ar), the weakest in a decade.

Our forecast reflects a 3.5% drop in personal consumption from a virus-driven collapse in

services activity in the second half of March. With business closures and social distancing

shutting down large parts of the business sector, we also expect double-digit declines in

structures investment (-15%) and equipment investment (-13%). Housing is set to be the sole

bright spot, with residential investment (+14%) supported by strength early in the quarter.  

 

But while we expect the GDP decline to be large, we believe economic reality during the

quarter was even worse. 

 

Larger than usual revisions to growth data are common in recessions and other periods of



high economic volatility. As shown in Exhibit 1, the GDP decline during Lehman Brothers’

collapse was twice as large as initially reported (-8.4% vs. -3.8% in 4Q08). Downward revisions

to 2008 growth were especially large in the housing sector—which was of course the nexus

of the crisis. 

 

What have I always said?? HEADLINE FOR SHOW, REVISIONS FOR DOUGH! 

 

 

 

CV19 Roundup 

 

Deaths 

 

More than 3.11 million people have been reported to be infected by the novel coronavirus

globally and 216,667 have died, according to a Reuters tally, as of 0200 GMT on Wednesday. 

 

Americas 

 

* More than 1.01 million people have been infected in the United States and 58,605 have died,

according to a Reuters tally, as of 0200 GMT on Wednesday. 

 

* U.S. President Donald Trump ordered meat-processing plants to stay open to protect the

food supply in the United States, and said the country was considering having passengers on

international flights from hot spots to be tested.  

 

* A pug living in a North Carolina home with three people who have tested positive became

the first U.S. dog diagnosed with COVID-19.  

 

* Mexico reported 1,223 new cases and 135 deaths, while at least five of Mexico City's largest

private hospitals have filled up with COVID-19 patients and have no room for new ones.  

 

* Peru's confirmed cases surpassed 30,000 and its death toll stood at 854.  

 

Europe 

 

* Germany reported 1,304 more cases 202 deaths, taking the country's total to 157,641 cases

and 6,115 deaths.  

 

* France's death toll closed in on 24,000, as its prime minister detailed the government's plan

to start unwinding the lockdown. 

 

* Spain's daily death toll fell to 301, less than a third of a record high of 950 in early-April.  

 

* Turkey's COVID-19 death toll rose by 92 in the last 24 hours to 2,992. 

 

* New cases in Russia rose to 6,411, a record daily rise.  

 

* Total cases in the Netherlands rose by 171 to 38,416, with 48 new deaths.  

 

* The Czech Republic reported its lowest daily rise in new cases in more than six weeks.  

 

Asia-Pacific 

 

* Mainland China reported 22 new cases for April 28, up from 6 reported a day earlier,

bringing its total infections to 82,858.  

 

* Thailand reported nine new cases but no deaths.  

 



* India was nearing 30,000 coronavirus infections, second only to China in Asia.  

 

* Australia has secured 10 million test kits and authorities plan to expand testing this week to

include people who do not show symptoms.  

 

Middle East & Africa 

 

* The death toll in Iran rose by 71 in the past 24 hours to 5,877.  

 

* Egypt registered 260 new infections and 22 deaths.  

 

* The International Monetary Fund approved $3.4 billion in emergency financial assistance for

Nigeria.  

 

* Malawi will launch an emergency cash transfer programme targeting about 1 million people

and small businesses. Eligible households will receive a 35,000 Malawi kwacha ($40) monthly

payment.  

 

Economic Fallout 

 

* Asian shares rose for a third session on the trot as investors took heart from easing

coronavirus lockdowns in some parts of the world while oil prices jumped on hopes demand

will pick up.  

 

* The U.S. economy likely contracted in the first quarter at its sharpest pace since the Great

Recession. Gross domestic product probably decreased at a 4.0% annualised rate last

quarter, according to a Reuters survey of economists.  

 

* South Korea's businesses confidence index slumped to the worst on record, while its factory

output unexpectedly expanded at its sharpest pace in nearly 11 years in March.  

 

* Fitch cut Italy's credit rating to "BBB-minus", just one notch above junk.  

 

* Unemployment insurance claims in Brazil jumped nearly 14% in the first two weeks of April

from the preceding fortnight, official figures showed.  

 

 

 

Headline Roundup

U.S. Futures, Stocks in Asia Advance; Dollar Dips: Markets Wrap

 

U.S. and European equity futures climbed with stocks in Asia as earnings continued to roll in.

The dollar extended this week’s declines. 

 

Shares in Sydney outperformed, while they also rose in Hong Kong and China. Equities

advanced in Seoul despite a warning from Samsung Electronics Co. that profit may fall in the

second quarter as the pandemic hits demand. Wednesday’s gains pushed Asia-Pacific stocks

up 20% from recent lows, set to join global peers in a bull market. Nasdaq futures climbed

about 1.5% after Alphabet Inc. reported better-than-estimated sales. 

 

U.S. equities saw a volatile session Tuesday with megacap tech stocks retreating amid a slide

in consumer confidence and as more companies withdrew earnings guidance. Japan is shut

for a holiday. Treasuries opened little changed in London. Oil advanced. 

 

Investors are in search of new catalysts to drive further gains in global equities following the

27% surge from the March lows. The Federal Reserve’s policy decision is due Wednesday,



then the European Central Bank the next day, and earnings are still to come from some of the

world’s biggest companies, among them Amazon.com Inc. and Microsoft Corp. At the same

time, traders are monitoring coronavirus infection rates and the ongoing discussions of how to

restart activity. 

 

“We have some very extreme readings on the blow we’ve just suffered and markets are still

bouncing around trying to get a reading on where we will be in the third and fourth quarter,”

Christopher Smart, chief global strategist at Barings Investment Institute, said on Bloomberg

TV. “That is very hard right now without knowing where the disease will be, and how quickly

people will feel comfortable going back to work, going back to stores, between now and

when there might be a vaccine.” 

 

These are the main moves in markets: 

 

Stocks 

 

Futures on the S&P 500 Index rose 1.1% as of 7:02 a.m. in London. Nasdaq futures rose 1.3%. 

 

Hong Kong’s Hang Seng advanced 0.1%. 

 

The Shanghai Composite rose 0.3%. 

 

Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 Index added 1.2%. 

 

South Korea’s Kospi index advanced 0.8%. 

 

Currencies 

 

The yen rose 0.3% to 106.56 per dollar. 

 

The offshore yuan traded at 7.0800 per dollar, up 0.1%. 

 

The euro was at $1.0849, up 0.3%. 

 

The kiwi climbed 0.8% to 61.04 U.S. cents. 

 

Bonds 

 

The yield on 10-year Treasuries held at 0.61%. 

 

Australia’s 10-year yield was at 0.93%. 

 

Commodities 

 

West Texas Intermediate crude rose 7.9% to $13.31 a barrel. 

 

Gold was at $1,710.61 an ounce, up 0.2%. 

 

 

U.S. Coronavirus Cases Top One Million as Some Lockdowns Ease 

 

California joined growing ranks of U.S. states and countries around the world preparing to

ease coronavirus-containment measures, with many planning gradual rollbacks to help reduce

the potential for new waves of infections. 

 

U.S. confirmed cases of the new coronavirus topped one million Tuesday, just over two weeks

after they reached 500,000 and about three months since the first reported infection

appeared, according to data Tuesday from Johns Hopkins University. 



 

Infections in the U.S. make up about a third of the 3.09 million cases reported world-wide.

Experts warn the estimates understate the impact of the pandemic. 

 

More than 215,000 people world-wide have died from Covid-19, the respiratory disease

caused by the coronavirus, and more than 921,000 people have recovered, according to the

Johns Hopkins data. U.S. deaths are above 58,000. 

 

In recent days, U.S. governors have detailed phased reopening plans, in a patchwork of

orders that vary by speed and approach. In states hit hardest by the pandemic, however,

leaders have extended stay-at-home orders and warned that acting prematurely could hinder

progress made against the virus. 

 

Trump Takes Executive Action to Keep Meat-Processing Plants Open 

 

President Trump signed an executive order on Tuesday paving the way for meat-processing

plants to remain open during the coronavirus pandemic, as hundreds of workers have fallen ill

and concerns mount about food-supply shortages. 

 

The move is expected to relieve pressure on meatpackers and farmers, who have struggled

with food-supply upheavals following pressure from local and state officials to close plants. It

is likely to draw fire from unions and worker advocates, who have said such closures are a

necessary step to stem the virus’s spread through communities. 

 

The president invoked the Defense Production Act, a Korean War-era law, to keep the

facilities open, designating the plants as critical infrastructure under the law. The

administration is also planning to take steps to improve safety for employees at the facilities,

administration officials said 

 

The president’s order comes after administration officials had private conversations with

executives of major meat-processing companies to discuss concerns about food shortages. 

 

The coronavirus pandemic has upended the U.S. food supply chain in recent weeks, slashing

prices and demand for agricultural commodities as restaurants and schools sit closed. 

 

The order directs Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue to take all necessary steps to ensure

the continued operation of meat and poultry processing facilities. It will insulate them from

state-level actions that Mr. Trump said have led to plant closures, and gives Mr. Perdue

flexibility to include other food supply chain operations. 

 

Meatpacking plants across the country have become hot spots for the virus, cutting

production of chicken, beef and pork. Outbreaks at meat plants have sparked growing worry

about the nation’s food supply. 

 

More than a dozen major meatpacking plants in recent weeks have closed down following

outbreaks among employees, and other workers choosing to stay home rather than risk

infection. 

 

Such closures “threaten the continued functioning of the national meat and poultry supply

chain, undermining critical infrastructure during the national emergency,” according to Mr.

Trump’s order. “Given the high volume of meat and poultry processed by many facilities, any

unnecessary closures can quickly have a large effect on the food supply chain.” 

 

The Labor Department also is planning to issue guidance aimed at giving plant owners

protection from the liability that could result from keeping the facilities open, an administration

official said. 

 

The president earlier Tuesday had hinted at the pending action. In a meeting with Florida’s



governor, Mr. Trump said he would sign an executive order to address “liability problems” in

the food supply. He didn’t provide further details. Later, Mr. Trump said the liability risks were

“unfair” to the meat-processing industry. 

 

The Defense Production Act allows the president to control the production and distribution of

critical products and supplies. Mr. Trump has invoked the law previously to pressure

companies to produce supplies needed by medical professionals responding to the outbreak,

but this is the first time the administration has used it to boost the food supply chain. 

 

 

Model Portfolio 

 

More risk on yesterday, with the obvious effect on the portfolio, it is what it is, can’t have

winners every day. 

 

A couple of trades planned for today, finally lifting some long-end US Treasuries and will be

adding to the short CAD position. 

 

Treasuries wise, I will be lifting the 30yr bonds, more volatile than the shorter-dated durations

(for obvious reasons) but I want as much duration on the curve as possible without having to

join the asylum that is trading Ultra Bonds. 

 

As always, check @PiQViP for any updates throughout the day.

https://twitter.com/piqvip


Looking Ahead 

 

Hectic day today with lots of data, lots of earnings and likely to be lots of unexpected

statements from both sides of the Atlantic. 

 

Remember, don’t be a hero. 

 

Keep it tight. 
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